Our aim to make the hassle free transaction of
cryptocurrency .We are generating the world's fastest
transaction chain . Our developers is generating the new
blockchain by through we develop the transaction
gateway which makes you feel faster than the all other
transaction gateways . In our transaction chain whatever
you want to send to whoever you can pay it just by the
single QR code. In our transaction mechanism our three
main points that we want revolutionary that are
transaction speed , security and the network fee all the
three are of just top notch quality and performance . We
should try to make the feel safe for every user and give
him the cheapest platform for transaction .
Cryptocurrency got its name because it uses encryption to
verify transactions. This means advanced coding is

involved in storing and transmitting cryptocurrency data
between wallets and to public ledgers. The aim of the
encryption is to provide security and safety. So in our
blockchain we got this encryption of high level and
unique which make them safest them all . The transaction
prices are dependent on the principles of demand and
supply. If we would have noticed in the past, when there
were huge price crashes in the market, the number of
transactions drastically increased, while the people who
process these transactions i.e., miners were still the
same. Hence there was a huge spike in the prices of
transfers that were reviewed by various exchanges . So in
this field of transaction we made our miners fees and the
bridging fee as low as it is possible . The biggest feedback
of the cryptocurrency market is all about is its transaction
seped and we will made it smoothest .
So in this process we all need your support .

Thanks
Milaenetwork.

